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 The 19th annual WMCKA Symposium got high ratings!  Here’s what some of the 
people had to say: 
 

Jerry and Linda from Wyandotte:  “enjoyable, friendly people, well organized!  This 
is a perfect spot!  Instructor to student ratio is awesome.  The only thing we would 
change if we could is that the weather be warmer.” 
 

Chris from Indiana: “I’m enjoying it-I learned a roll!” 
 

Dave & Amy from Elmhurst, Illinois:  “great symposium-lots of camaraderie...kids 
program is great!  Definitely coming back next year.  Dave has his offside roll 
down!” 
 

Susan from Royal Oak:  “I like it—they got me standing up in my kayak!” 
 

Glenna from Skokie, Illinois:  I love this symposium-a wonderful, warm place to be!” 

So what does some of the staff do when they 
are not instructing/working at the symposium? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kristin Dart who does registrations and waivers and is on the planning committee at 
the symposium works as a PT for Pennock   Hospital in Hastings. She is 38 years old 
and lives in Wyoming, MI.  She has been kayaking for 9 years and she learned how 
at the symposium.  Kristin read about the symposium in an Outdoor magazine.  She 
and 2 roommates came up with rented kayaks and used some of the demos.  She 
bought her own boat 2 years later. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Steve Adsmond, Our Vice President, teaches the Introduction to the Symposium 
and Loading Boats on Vehicles classes, among other things.  When not kayaking, he 
is a Dairy Nutritionist.  His office is in Freemont, Michigan. 
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Fitting your boat to you!                                      Self Rescues 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Safety Equipment class                                       Becoming one with your boat thru play! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Symposium 2008  
 

 Symposium 2008 offered  Introduction to Kay-
aking, Back Country Gourmet, Fitting You to Your 
Boat, Becoming One with Your Boat Thru Play, 
Basic Rescues, Paddling classes, Safety Equip-
ment, the  Wine & Cheese Party and much more! 
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Betsie Bay Recluse - Fiberglass.  $1100.  Kayaksport round hatches. 

Cockpit cover. Towline eye and cleat.  Contact: Steve at 

adsmond@comcast.net 231-924-3719. 

 

For Sale 

Brand new 2007 Pyranha H:3 255 Whitewater River runner -$750.  

Used Dagger RPM Max; Excellent condition -$450 (includes sprayskirt)  

Roger Starring 231-777-7179 Office 231-893-6905 Home 

 

Wilderness Systems Sparrow Hawk. Fiberglass. 16'6" Off white top 

and bottom with teal trim. About 40 to 45 pounds. Used slightly. 

Neoprene spray skirt & cockpit cover included. $1,500. Contact Susan 

at 616-538-1759. 

Non-commercial “For Sale” and “Wanted” ads are available for WMCKA members 
and other area clubs. Each ad will appear for two issues unless the individual plac-
ing the ad notifies the editor  otherwise. Ads should be submitted in electronic 
format to the editor at: 

 

newsletter@wmcka.org 

Classified Ads 

STAFF cont. 

James Tibensky teaches Flexibility in Your Boat and Stretching on Land, along with 
paddling classes.  He lives in Wayne, Illinois.  He has been kayaking for 42 years and 
canoed before that.  When not kayaking he has served as a U.S. Pretrial Service Offi-
cer as a Drug and Alcohol Treatment Specialist.  He now works for public defense 
investigating backgrounds.  He rescues birds with his kayak.  To stay in shape in the 
winter, he cross country skis.  His wife likes to fox hunt.  They own 3 retired fox 
hounds. 

 

From left to right -Penelope helps with registration and promotional sales at Sympo-
sium.  When not kayaking she is the Director of Special Education at Mona Shores. 

 

Leslie Mrozek and Julie Stevens live in Sheppard, MI.  They help with the Introduc-
tion to the Symposium class and plan and organize the Wine & Cheese Party.  Leslie 
works at the Post Office Plant in Lansing.  Julie has a private practice for Hospice in 
Mount Pleasant. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jack, Winnie and Danielle (their niece) run Neptune’s Treasures at Symposium.  Lots 
of good deals on gently used merchandise can be found there.  Jack and Winnie 
both work as Support Staff for Munson Medical Center. 
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Spring Gathering - Ludington 
The weather was not the best, with rain and 60 mph winds.  The temperature 
dropped from70 to 30 on Friday night and stayed in the 40’s on Saturday.  But it did 
not stop the fun, fellowship and good eating of the annual Spring Gathering in Luding-
ton.   

Thanks to Jim Mulder for the photos! 

Annual Meeting & Turkey Roast  

Oct. 10-12,  Mesick 
The annual meeting and paddling weekend will be held the second weekend of October 
at the Northern Exposure Campground, located on the Hodenpyl Dam on the Manistee 
River.  The dam is approximately 6 miles long and about a mile wide.  It is surrounded 
by beautiful pine and hardwood forests.  The waters at the dam are clean and clear. 
 

In addition to paddling on the dam there is an opportunity to paddle on the Manistee 
River above or below the dam.  This would be an option in the event of extremely 
windy or inclement weather.  For anyone interested in paddling on Lame Michigan, it is 
approximately 25 minutes to a launch site. 
 

The campground itself will have numerous open sites.  During October, very few 
other campers will be found at Northern Exposure.  The campground manager has 
reserved an entire section of the campground exclusively for the WMCKA event. 

Each site has piped-in water and electric.  Reduced rates to members and both tent 
and RV sites are available.  This campground has newly paved roads and excellent 
launch opportunities at each waterfront site.  Numerous hiking trails & access to the 
North Country trail nearby. 
 

On Saturday evening, WMCKA will provide roast turkey and attendees are requested 
to bring a side dish or dessert. A donation will be taken. 

Prices: 

    $15 per night for pull through sites 

    $12 per night for waterfront sites 

    $11 per night for back lots 
 

Reservations: 1-800-563-7425  or 231-885-1199.  Please indicate that you are with 
WMCKA. 
 

There are 2 motels in Mesick about 5 min. from the campground.  The Mushroom Cap;  
231-885-1222 & Village Motel; 231-885-1370 
 

Directions: North of Grand Rapids US 131 to M-115, then northwest to Mesick.  It is 
approximately a 2 hour drive from Grand Rapids.  For more information: 

Call Bill & Anne Keith @231-779-4349 or email   

elfman@netonecom.net 
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The President’s View from the Bay  
by Al Anderson 

 

Summer has finally, grudgingly arrived here in the North.  Fuel costs have 
summer folk staying home in droves, so our fair village is not quite as 
frantic as usual.  A local charter fisherman told me it costs $1,800. to fill 
up his boat.  No wonder the marinas all have vacancies.  Kayaking looks like 
a pretty economical form of boating right now, as long as you don’t have to 
drive too far to get to the water.   
 

In January, our friend and founding WMCKA member John Landerville lost 
his battle with cancer.  John is probably most well known for being the 
Twinkie Man, who would show up at our early potluck events with a case of 
Hostess Twinkies for dessert.  People would actually eat them-it’s amazing 
what a long day of paddling will do for your appetite.  His humor, wisdom 
and wit made him a celebrity around the campfire. 
 

An attorney by profession, John let WMCKA and other paddling groups in 
the fight to repeal Michigan’s canoe and kayak registration law in 1989.  He 
successfully lobbied door-to-door in the offices of state senators and 
representatives on his own time to convince the legislature to repeal the 
law.  Every paddler in the state owes John a debt of gratitude, whether 
they knew him or not.  John spent his last decade practicing law in 
Houghton, residing in a beautiful home he built on Lake Superior near 
Copper Harbor. 
 

We also lost Cindy Cole this year.  Many of you may remember Charlie and 
Cindy as guest instructors from Delaware at our symposium.   

Cindy was the first American woman to compete in the Greenland 
Championships, winning in rolling and the short-distance race and taking 
second in the long distance-winning first place overall in her age group.  
Cindy was one of the founders of Qujaq USA and the DelMarV a Paddlers 
retreat.  Anyone paddling Greenland style today owes Cindy a debt of 
gratitude for her efforts in the Greenland renaissance. 

 

Lake Leelanau—August 22-24 
Where: Leelanau Pines Campground 
When: Aug 22-24, 2008 
 
WMCKA Members Jack and Winnie Keyes will host an event on August 22-
24 help fill the void this year of losing the Twinkie event. The campground 
nearest to the Keyes is Leelanau Pines (Click for their website). Their 
prices are $32.00 for a stream-side site which I recommend. This is 
water and electric and the state allows 4 adults or 2 adults and three 
children per site. These sites are nearest a nice launch site at the end of 
the stream on the lake. They also had a few full hookup sites available at 
$48.00 per night. There are shower and restrooms and all the amenities. 
 
The activities that Jack and Winnie will lead are a paddle up the Victoria 
river on Saturday at 11:00 starting at the launch site at the end of the 
stream. This will be weather permitting as Lake Leelanau is a big lake and 
the weather can really kick things up. Alternate plans will be available. We 
will paddle somewhere on Saturday and have some fun. Saturday night we 
will get together for a meal family style so bring a dish to pass. We'll copy 
the Mexican theme from the Twinkie event. Sunday at 12:00 Jack will 
take anyone interested on a tour of the local wineries. That is all for the 
organized portion. 

 
Make your reservations quickly and remember this campgrounds only takes 
cash or checks. 
 
Please let Jack and Winnie know if you are coming so they can plan some 
numbers. They will be available mornings at 231 668 6576 or you can email 
them at jackkeyes@charter.net. 
 

 

 

Demoing Kayaks (cont.) 
By Mike Vlaikov 

 

(In the last issue, Mike gave us his expertise on demoing kayaks to find the right fit 
for him.  In this issue he tells us the one he chose): 

I found an incredible deal on a P& H Bahiya so I have decided to purchase it.   

Paddling the Bahiya-The initial stability is actually quite god for a 20.5” beam and 
firms up more in wave action.  The hard chines allow you (rather require you) to edge 
the kayak to execute turns.  Once on edge it feels rock solid.  I can sit comfortably 
on edge.  It is extremely fast.  At a touring pace I passed small sail boaters on Kent 
Lake.  It tracks very well in calm water.  In heavier wave action tracking was af-
fected slightly.  I did not have to use many correction strokes only a lift of a knee 
and I was back on course.  I am 160 lbs. right at the minimum recommended weight 
for this boat.  I did notice that the wind mildly affected the tracking as well.  This 
was the result of a little too much freeboard when boat was empty.  I loaded approx. 
25 additional lbs. into the hatches and the handling and tracking improved greatly.  
The only time I even thought about using the skeg was in quartering waves from 
larger boat wakes but never had to deploy it.  I suspect that in constant quartering 
seas I would need the skeg at least partially deployed.  The weight is around 60 lbs. 
which is manageable both on and off the water.  The deck height is around 13” but 
actually feels lower due to the deep V hull design.  The back deck is fairly high mak-
ing it difficult to lay back on.  The workmanship and quality are second to none.  The 
boat is a 2003 model.  It has a hung fiberglass seat that is narrower than the newer 
models and fits me wonderfully.  The front bulkhead is foamed pit (no foot rests) so 
it is very comfortable on the feet. 

OK, for comparison:  I think the Bahiya is as good as the Explorer LV in all categories 
except maneuverability.  The Explorer LV is easier to turn with sweep strokes and 
requires less severe edging.  You must edge the Bahiya quite far to turn tightly.  The 
comfort is better in the Bahiya.  The fit is not as tight as the Explorer LV but it 
keeps my legs from falling asleep.  The fiberglass seat offers more under-thigh 
support and the Bahiya seems much faster than the Explorer LV.  Thus far I am 
quite happy with my purchase!  Hope to see you on the water. 

 

*Membership Notes: 
 

All current WMCKA Members for whom we have a valid email 
address should have received information on how to update their 
membership information online at the WMCKA Website  
wmcka.org   If you have not received that information contact 
Karl Geisel at  Karl.geisel@wmcka.org 
 

Snug Harbor—July 26 
We will meet at Snug Harbor day use area at noon.  This is on the way to the State 
Park on the south side of the road.  We will fix hot dogs at 5-5:30 PM so please 
bring something to compliment such as beans, chips, watermelon, etc.  

If you plan to camp make arrangements on your own.  You can do this through Michi-
gan State Parks online reservations system or Muskegon Area Camping/lodging.  
Since this is a part of the state park system there will be a fee for day use if you 
do not have a sticker. 
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2008 WMCKA Symposium Speakers 
By Rocky Kimball 

 
 WMCKA Symposium was fortunate to have Shawna Franklin and Leon Somme share some 
stories and provide an excellent presentation of their 2007 Circumnavigation of the Haida Gwaii 
(Queen Charlotte Islands) in single kayaks.  Justine Curgenven completed the expedition team.  
Justine was a guest at the 2005 Symposium. The beautiful & remote island chain in British 
Columbia is near the border with Alaska and consists of 2 main islands, Graham in the north & 
Moresby in the south, & hundreds of small islets. On the western coasts, surf batters against 
mountains that plunge steeply into the ocean, with peaks towering up to 1,200 meters high. The 

eastern shore is gentler, with relatively protected waters.  For more information on their trip you can visit Justine’s 
website at cackletv.com.   
 You could feel their excitement as they tried to pack as much information and photos into the show.  When 
Justine called to set up this adventure, it was scheduled to take place during a busy part of their season.  They own and 
operate “Body Boat Blade International”, with retail kayaks and accessories,  courses and expeditions.  They recalled the 
setting for a previous trip with Justine, that almost cost them their business due to the timing of the trip.   I’ll bet they 
didn't think about it too long before deciding to go.  And the rest is history.  Their philosophy on life seems to develop 

from this comment by Leon;   “You will never have enough money, you will never have enough 
vacation time, you just have to go.”   
 
We were subjected to Leon’s stand-up comedy while Justine changed presentations. Shawna and 
Leon continued their lighthearted attitudes as participants in the Rodeo.  Their creative methods 
of striving to gain an advantage (some may call it cheating) was best described by Keith Wikle on 
his website: keithwikle.com as “rugby in a drysuit”.  For more information on the adventures of 
Shawna & Leon, visit their at www.bodyboatblade.com 
  

Shawna helping Leon so he doesn’t overdo it in the Rolling Event 

Leon adds a little ballast 
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Address change 

 
New Member 

Renewal 

 

Please select a Membership option: 

WMCKA Individual ($15/yr) 

 

WMCKA Family ($20/yr) 
 

WMCKA & ACA Individual ($45/yr) 

 

WMCKA & ACA Family ($60/yr) 

(Dual WMCKA/ACA Memberships 

Include 1 year of Paddler Magazine) 

 

Please make checks payable to WMCKA. 

 

Name:_______________________________________________  

 

Address:____________________________________________________  

 

City: _________________________ State:______________  Zip:_________ 

 

Phone: __________________________               

 

Email: _______________________________  

 

    I would like my name, phone # and e-mail address included in the WMCKA 
membership directory sent to members each year. 

 

Mail To: WMCKA 
   c/o Karl Geisel 
   1900 Clearbrook SE 
   Grand Rapids, MI  49508 

A word about WMCKA 
events 

These events are 
gatherings of paddlers who 

share an interest in 
kayaking and spending 

social time together. They 
are open to all interested 
individuals of any (or no) 
skill level. There are no 
leaders, lifeguards, or 

anyone else responsible for 
the safety of those who 
choose to participate. 

Everyone is responsible for 
his/her own safety and is 
expected to use common 

sense and good judgement 
both on and off the water. 
Neither WMCKA nor any of 
its individual members can 

be responsible for the 
safety of those attending 

club events. 

WMCKA Membership Form 

SUBMISSIONS  

Articles, photos, trip reports, announcements for trips or any other materials relating to kayaking are welcome for submission. 

Electronic media is preferred (plain text, or MS Word format please).  Materials are subject to editing. 

 

Send to: newsletter@wmcka.org 

Submissions for the 
Summer WMCKA Newsletter 

 need to be received before:  September 1, 2008 

WMCKA Board of Directors 
Title  Name Phone Email 

President Al Anderson        231.352.7774 bbkayak@betsievalley.net 
Vice Pres. Steven Adsmond 231.924.3719 adsmond@comcast.net 
Secretary Julie Steven 989.828.5783 steven49@msu.edu 
Treasurer Frits Kwant 616.956.6125 frits@iserv.net 
At Large 1 Bob Burmania 616.682.0640   
At Large 2 Paul Fishback 616.249.0104 fishbacp@gvsu.edu 
At Large 3 Bill Keith 231.779.4349 elfman@netonecom.net 

WMCKA Non Board Positions 
Symposium Chair Lynn Dominguez 989.774.7305 Domin1LA@cmich.edu 
Web Guy Keith Wikle 269.342.0442 keith.wikle@wmcka.org 
Newsletter Rocky & Char Kimball 616.698-9477 newsletter@wmcka.org 



Rocky & Char Kimball 

3432 Mistywood SE    
Caledonia MI  49316 

  Upcoming Events 
 

 

July 26   Snug Harbor Day 

 

August 22-24  Lake Leelanau 

 

Sept. 12-14  Platte River End-O-Summer 

 

Sept. 18-21  Wind, Waves & Wine  

 

October 10-12   Annual Meeting & Turkey Roast—Mesick 

 
Please check the website WMCKA.org for details! 


